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A  B  S  T  R  A  C  T   
 

The future of industrial robotics will be ushered in by simple, collaborative robotics solutions that allow humans 

and robots to pool their expertise. They make it possible to combine the precision, speed, and repeatability 

benefits of robots with the adaptability and cognitive abilities of human workers. However, there are a number of 

difficulties that must be overcome in order to develop effective human-robot collaboration. In order to prevent 

injuring people when they come into close touch with a moving robot, a safe interaction must first be ensured. 

Additionally, it is crucial that intuitive user interfaces be well-designed so that human operators can quickly 

programme and communicate with the robot in order to fully use human talents. An in-depth analysis of human-

robot collaboration in an industrial setting is offered in this survey work, with an emphasis on difficulties 

relating to physical and cognitive interaction. The key industrial applications where collaborative robotic is 

useful are also reviewed, along with the commercially available solutions, emphasizing how collaborative 

solutions are meant to increase system efficiency and identifying any unresolved problems.

 
 

 

 
1. Introduction 

 

Much of the effort to design and develop today’s safe, human 
friendly and adaptable robots comes from manufacturers of industrial 

robots. Robots play a pivotal role for today’s manufacturing industry to 
be   competitive.   The   last   estimates   by   International   Federation   of 

Robotics report that until 2019 the worldwide annual supply of in- 

dustrial robots will increase, on average, of 13% per year, with a final 

estimate of 2.6 million industrial robots in operation worldwide in 2019 

[1]. Despite an increasing need of robots in all industrial sectors has 

been found in recent years, the strongest demand pertains to the au- 

tomotive industry, followed by the electronics one, which has been 

experiencing an increasing high volume order since 2013 [1]. More- 

over, it has been found that small and medium sized companies are 

increasingly using industrial robots thanks to the availability of af- 

fordable solutions and compact and easy-to-use collaborative robots 

[1]. Hence, collaborative solutions, where human workers and robots 

share their skills, are entering the market and becoming the new 

frontier in industrial robotics [1,2]. The use of collaborative robotic 

solutions is also supported by the current trend of automation and data 

exchange in manufacturing technologies, the so called Industry 4.0 [3]. 

Ultimately, Industry 4.0 aims at achieving efficiency, cost reduction and 

 
productivity increases through integrated automation. In this novel 

scenario, future production systems will be characterized by in- 

dividualized products under the conditions of a highly flexible mass 

production. Thus, new solutions for increased flexibility and inter- 

operability, such as flexible robotic equipment and intelligent decision 

making software platforms, must be investigated. To this end, robots 

should be quickly and intuitively operated by humans, while guaran- 

teeing a safe close interaction. 

Collaborative robots, also called cobots [4], enable direct interac- 

tion between human operators and robots, thus overcoming the clas- 

sical division of labour, still today prevalent on factory floors, which 

requires robots to be confined in safety cages far away from human 

workers. Being possible for the worker and the robot to work alongside 

each other in collaboration, the worker’s productivity is enhanced, 
while her/his stress and fatigue are reduced. The greatest advantage 

brought by collaborative robots lies in the opportunity to combine the 

advantages of automation with the flexibility and cognitive and soft 

skills of human workers. Specifically, traditional industrial robots can 

perform the tasks they are programmed for continuously and with le- 

vels of accuracy, speed and repeatability impossible to achieve by hu- 

mans. However, they lack in versatility and cannot efficiently adapt to 

dynamic working environments or changes in production, thus being 
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Fig. 1. EXamples of traditional and collaborative industrial robots. 

 

unsuited for small batches of production. On the contrary, human 

workers have an innate flexibility and ability to adapt to unforeseen 

events and maintain strong decision making skills also in dynamic and 

complex environment. 

Additionally, the use of collaborative robots in industrial processes 

proves beneficial also given the fact that they can be managed and 

taught through intuitive systems, based on augmented reality [5], walk- 

through programming [6,7] or programming by demonstration [8], just 

to cite few examples. On the contrary, traditional non collaborative 

robots often need expert specialist engineers to program the robot since, 

according to traditional programming approaches, instructions to ro- 

bots have to be explicit and motion oriented, basically specifying a set 

of points which the robot must pass through. 

Further, a paramount limitation of non collaborative robots is re- 

lated to safety issues. The existing applications separate the human 

worker from the robot’s working area by means of physical or sensor- 

based barriers in order for the operators’ safety to be ensured, as shown 
in Fig. 1(a). Such barriers are eliminated when collaborative robots are 
used since they host several safety mechanisms that prevent harming 

humans moving around (Fig. 1(b)). Typically these robots are light- 

weight and can be easily moved, and embed several sensors to detect 

and avoid collisions. Table 1 recalls the differences between traditional 

industrial robots and collaborative robots [9]. 

In addition to the economic and technical advantages mentioned 

above, a concrete social impact of human–robot collaboration (HRC) 
has been reported in terms of a positive net effect on labour demand in 
Europe [1,2]. Specifically, it is considered that new development in 
robotics have an impact on the creation of new jobs and opportunities, 

rather than replacement of workers [2,10]. Accordingly, cobots can act 

as reliable and accurate co-workers for blue collars. 

 
1.1. Main challenges in HRC 

 
Considered the above motivation to the introduction of collabora- 

tive robots in industrial processes, the following main challenges in 

HRC, which are shown in Fig. 2, can be identified. 

First of all, safety issues are the primary main challenge that must be 

tackled by any approach implementing collaboration between humans 

and robots. Indeed, being the intrinsic aim of HRC to allow a direct 

contact between them by eliminating fences, this must be achieved in a 

safe manner. 

Moreover, to take full advantage of human skills, it is important that 

intuitive user interfaces are properly designed, so that human operators 

can easily interact with the robot. This requires that, on the one hand, 
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Table 1 

Comparison between traditional industrial robots and collaborative robots (extended from [9]). 

Traditional industrial robots Collaborative industrial robots 
 

FiXed installation Flexibly relocated 

Repeatable tasks, rarely changed Frequent task changes 

Lead-through and off-line programming On-line programming (lead-through walk-through and PbD), supported by off-line programming and multi- 

modal interaction 

Rarely interaction with the worker, only during programming Frequent interaction with the worker, force/precision assistance 

Worker and robot are separated through fence Sharing workspace 

Cannot interact with people safely Safe interaction with 

Profitable only with medium to large lot size Profitable even at single lot production 

Small or big and very fast Small, slow and easy to use and easy to move 

 

1.2. Contribution 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 2. Identified main challenges in HRC. 

 

providing inputs to the robot and programming it should be intuitive 

for the worker so that she/he is less concerned with how to commu- 

nicate and is free to concentrate on the tasks and goals at hand. On the 

other hand, the information provided as a feedback by the robot should 

be adequate to provide the user with situation awareness needed to 

comprehend the current system behaviour and facilitate intervention in 

dynamic and unforeseen situations. To enable these features, the use of 

novel programming approaches, such as walk-through programming or 

learning by demonstration, and interaction modes, such as gestures or 

speech, and augmented reality have been introduced to avoid the bot- 

tleneck of traditional interaction means, e.g., keyboards, mice, screens 

and teach pendants [11–13]. 
Achieving these goals requires that proper design methods should be 

addressed, which means control laws, sensors and task allocation and 

planning approaches, that allow the human operator to safely stand 

close to the robot, actively sharing the working area and tasks and 

providing the interaction system with the required flexibility. For ex- 

ample, in [14] among the major design principles for workspace- 

sharing concepts, task identification and coordination aspects have 

been considered and included in the requirement analysis and func- 

tional specifications for assembly systems. 

In this regard, it is worthwhile noting that the same key factors were 

considered in the framework of the recent EU project ROBO-PARTNER 

[15], which aims at integrating assembly systems and human cap- 

abilities. In particular, in the project the main enablers for effective 

HRC are considered to be intuitive interfaces, safe strategies and 

equipment, proper methods for planning and execution. In addition, the 

authors consider the use of distributed computing and of mobile robots 

acting as assistants to human operators. Also in [2] the main char- 

acteristics of collaborative robots in industrial scenario are reported to 

be safety features, user-friendliness and flexible use, which can be 

achieved by means of appropriate design methods. 

Moving along these lines, in this paper, we will extensively review 

the state of the art of the literature with respect to safety and user in- 

terfaces for robotic industrial applications, highlighting the open issues 

that still need to be addressed in order to achieve a pervasive use of 

collaborative robots in such context. Specifically, since in the recent 

years increasing focus has been given to this topic and many different 

approaches have been proposed, a comprehensive survey is needed to 

provide an overview of the major findings, and understand which of 

them are actually used in industrial practice and where an action is still 

needed. Moreover, we aim at providing an overview about the appli- 

cation areas where approaches to HRC are currently mostly used in 

industry. Specifically, typical industrial robot applications  that will  be 

considered in the following sections are handling, surface polishing, 

welding, assembly and the automotive domain [16–18]. Since we aim 
at focusing on industrial applications of HRC, rather than on the general 
idea of HRC in broad sense, classical approaches and open issues related 
to design methods will not be addressed hereafter. A detailed review of 
control related aspects of HRC and approaches to sensing can be found 

in [19]. Moreover, the topic of task planning and allocation has been 

recently carefully detailed in [20] and thus will not be detailed here- 

after. Briefly, here we just mention that it is possible to distinguish 

between static and dynamic optimization methods that either pre-de- 

fine the collaborative optimal sequence of tasks or on-line adapt the 

operational sequence, respectively. Just to cite few examples, on the 

one hand, a static optimization method that accounts for changing of 

efficiency, due to parallel execution of operations, has been presented 

in [21]. On the other hand, the importance of dynamic sequencing and 

allocation of tasks between the human and the robot to minimize the 

risk and cycle time through selection of the optimal robot trajectories 

has been pointed out in [22,23]. Over task planning, an increasingly 

important design aspect is selection of the appropriate robot for a safe 

execution of required collaborative task. A selection method relying on 

a knowledge-based expert system has been considered in [24]. More- 

over, a systematic design approach for the implementation of HRC so- 

lution starting from existing manual processes has been proposed in 

[25]. The method presents a design framework based on qualitative 

evaluation of manufacturing goal, safety, accuracy and workload for 

the operations required, and it has been evaluated for assembly process 

of biomedical components. 
Although several surveys on HRC in industrial applications have 

been proposed, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, none of them 
covers the most relevant challenges of the topic in an exhaustive 

manner, but rather they consider only some of them, and focus on 

single application areas. Specifically, first reviews on HRC do not 

mention industrial applications as possible working scenarios of colla- 

borative robots. Indeed, in [26], which represents one of the pioneering 

works reviewing HRC, the industrial context is not mentioned among 

possible application areas, probably due to the little relevance of col- 

laborative industrial robotics at the time of the survey. Moreover, in 

[27], interestingly, in addition to safety, the issues related to cognitive 
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engagement, and thus to user interfaces and intention estimation, in 

HRC are explicitly taken in consideration, but social robotics is con- 

sidered as an application area, rather than the industrial scenario. Then, 

focusing on assembly lines, a detailed review on the collaboration be- 

tween human and robot in industry was firstly provided in [17]. The oil 

and gas industry is considered in [28], where the authors mainly review 

the issues related to shared control between human and robot and multi-

modal user interfaces. More recently, in [18] the focus was on automotive 

applications of HRC, with a specific distinction between industrial and 

academic research on the topic. Moreover, therein the authors did not 

provide a systematic analysis of the state of the art with respect to the 

main themes of HRC, such as safety, interfaces and task planning. In [20], 

the focus is put on task planning and programming methods for 

industrial collaborative robots. 

 
1.3. Organization of the paper 

 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the 

concept of HRC is delimited, thus distinguishing among safe coex- 

istence and human-robot interaction. Then, Section 3 reports the main 

issues related to safety in HRC for industrial applications and provides 

an overview on current standards. In Section 4, we discuss the concept 

of HRC from the worker’s point of view in terms of user interfaces, that 
is considering the currently available interaction means and how “ea- 

sily” the user can deal with them in terms of cognitive workload. Then, 
Section 5 refer to the most common applications of industrial robots in 

today’s industrial scenario. Finally, Section 6 follows with some con- 
cluding remarks. 

 
2. Definition of HRC 

 
The principles of HRC have found applications in different ways, 

considering varying levels of engagement of human operator and robot. 

In particular, a detailed taxonomy was proposed in [29], where HRC 

was classified in eleven categories, including task type, robot mor- 

phology, interaction roles, time, and space. However, this might sound 

inappropriate for the time being given the most recent advances in the 

state of the art. 

More recently, the distinction between safety, coexistence and col- 

laboration between human and robot has been pointed out in [30]. 

According to their framework, HRC spans from sharing only the phy- 

sical workspace, but not the task, to sharing tasks, with cognitive en- 

gagement. In any condition, a safe behaviour must be inherently 

guaranteed and accomplished. Thus, they have proposed a nested fra- 

mework consisting of three levels of interaction between a human and a 

robot, where any greater engagement requires that the features of lower 

levels of interaction are guaranteed, as summarized in Fig. 3. Specifi- 

cally, to achieve safety in a scenario of HRC, where cages and barriers 

are inappropriate, several internal and external mechanical, sensory 

and control safety features can be merged. In this regard, in general 

collisions should be prevented, but if they accidentally occur, the robot 
should be able to react reducing forces at the impact, by using appro- 
priate control laws [31] or using lightweight robots with compliant 

joints [32–34]. A further step into HRC according to [30] can be 
achieved by implementing coexistence. This approach considers that a 

robot and a human operator safely share the workspace and might also 

work on the same object, but without any mutual contact or co- 

ordination of actions and intentions. Beyond coexistence, collaboration 

approaches allow the robot and the human operator to perform a 

complex task together, that is with direct interaction and coordination 

[30]. This can be achieved intentionally establishing a physical contact 

with exchanges of forces between the two agents, or without contact, 

for example by the use of gesture or voice commands. Within the pre- 

mises of such a framework, a control architecture that integrates col- 

lision avoidance, detection, and reaction capabilities, as well as colla- 

boration between a human and a robot, has been proposed in [30]. 

This distinction somehow recalls the one in [27] where HRC is 

differentiated from human–robot interaction (HRI) based on the prin- 
ciple that in HRC the human and the robot work together aiming at 
reaching a common goal. On the other hand, in HRI they interact not 
necessarily with a common goal, thus falling in the definition of coex- 
istence of [30]. 

Also in [35] the distinction is between safe coexistence, which 

pertains to safe (physical) HRI, and collaboration. In this context, a 

main challenge is to distinguish between accidental collisions and in- 

tentional contacts, which are associated to the human intention to start 

a physical collaboration phase [35]. 

 
3. Safety 

 
Safety is a fundamental prerequisite in the design of products, ma- 

chines and systems especially for collaborative workplaces, where hu- 

mans work alongside robots. As reported in [36], both safety and de- 

pendability are the unified optimality criteria for future technical 

challenges in the design of robots for human environments. Safety 

standards provide unified requirements and design guidelines which 

help and simplify the development of new systems. From a formal point 

of view, compliance to standards is not mandatory to demonstrate the 

safety of a system [37]; however, it reduces the effort in safety com- 

pliance and certification with respect to Machinery Directive, which is 

the main European legislations for health and safety requirements for 

machinery [19]. Moreover, it speeds up the commissioning of new 

systems [37]. 

 
3.1. Classification of safety standards 

 
Table 2 reports an overview of the safety standards and collabora- 

tive modes. The main standards for robotic solutions can be classified in 

three categories, which are shown in Fig. 4. Specifically, the distinction 

among such standards is as follows: 

 

 
Fig. 3. Nested levels for HRC, as proposed in the framework in [30]. 
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Table 2 

Overview on the relevant literature for safety issues. 
 

 

SAFETY 
 

 

Safety standards Type A 

– basic safety standards for general requirements 

– ISO 12100, IEC 61508: terminology and methodology 

Type B 

– generic safety standards 

– B1 standards (ISO 13849-1, IEC 62061): specific safety 
aspects 

– B2 standards (ISO 13850, ISO 13851): safeguard 
Type C 

– Safety countermeasures for specific machinery 

– Prioritised over Type A and Type B standards 

– ISO 10218: safety of industrial robots 

– ISO 10218-1: safety requirements for robot 
manufacturers (robot and controller) 

– ISO 10218-2: safety requirements for system integrators 
(robot and ancillary devices) 

– ISO TS 15066: guidance on collaborative robot 
operations 

Collaborative modes Safety-rated  monitored  stop  (SMS) 

– the simplest type of collaboration 

– Hand guiding (HG) 

– [46,47]: application to automotive assembly and 
production line 

– [48]: application to automated lifting and moving of 
heavy items 

– [49]: application to robotic welding 

– Speed and separation monitoring (SSM) 

– [38]: analytical analysis to implement SSM 

– [51–56]: dynamic safety space calculation 

– [57]: reactive planner for on-line selection of an 
avoidance trajectory 

– Power and force limiting (PFL) 

– [61–64]: variants implementing PFL 

– [66,74]: analysis of collisions and risk assessment 
 

 

 
the class of Type A standard collects the basic safety standards for 

general requirements that can be applied to machinery. ISO 12100 

and IEC 61508 are the Type A standards that respectively define 

basic terminology and methodology used in achieving safety of 

machinery, i.e. risk assessment and risk reduction, and functional 

safety of electrical, electronic, and programmable electronic 

equipment; 

the class of Type B standard refers to generic safety standards; it is 
divided in the sub-categories B1 and B2. B1 safety standards address 
specific safety aspects: for example ISO 13849-1 and IEC 62061 refer 

to the design of low complexity safety system and “Safety PLCs”, 
respectively. B2 safety standards cover safety aspects of safe- 

guarding, such as ISO 13850 and ISO 13851, which describe the 

specific functional aspects of emergency-stop devices and two-hand 

control devices, respectively; 

the class of Type C standard collects individual safety standards that 

specify the safety countermeasures for specific machinery. If Type C 

standards are provided, these have priority over the Type B and 

Type A standards. Dedicated Type C standards that regulate the 

safety of industrial robots are the two parts of ISO 10218. ISO 10218-

1 collects the safety requirements for robot manufacturers, and 

addresses the design of robot and its controller. ISO 10218-2 is 

intended for system integrators, and describes the safety require- 

ments for an industrial robot system, consisting in the industrial 

robot and any ancillary devices [38]. The European Community 

adopts the ISO 10218, while the US follows the national standard 

ANSI/RIA R15.06 and Canada the CAN/CSA-Z434 standard, which 

have been both updated with the two parts of ISO 10218 [39]. 

Technical specification ISO TS 15066 provides additional informa- 

tion and guidance on collaborative robot operations. 

 
3.2. Collaborative operative modes according to ISO 10218-1/2 

 
As a consequence of the introduction of HRC technologies, great 

importance has been attributed to robot safety standards, which have 

been updated to address new co-working scenarios. ISO 10218-1/2 

[40,41] identify four collaborative modes, which are summarized in 

Fig. 5 and described as follows. 

The first collaborative mode is “Safety-rated Monitored Stop”– SMS. It 
is the simplest type of collaboration. The operator performs manual 

tasks inside a collaborative area, which is an operative space shared 

between the human and the robot. Inside such collaborative area, both 

the human and the robot can work, but not at the same time since the 

latter is not allowed to move if the operator occupies this shared space. 

This type of cooperation is suitable for manual placement of objects to 

the robot’s end-effector, in visual inspection, for finishing operation or 
 

 
Fig. 4. Categories for safety standards and specific references for robotic systems. The specifications of Type C category have priority over the other two categories. 

• 

• 

• 
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Fig. 5. The four collaborative operative modes identified by robot safety standards 10218-1/2:2011. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure, the reader is referred to 

the web version of this article.) 

 

complex operations when human presence is required, or when the 
robot can help the operator to position heavy components [42]. Com- 
pared to traditional safety stop functions, SMS requires the additional 

retaining stopping function named “Stop Category2”, which is a safety- 
rated monitored stop leaving power available to the machine actuators 

after the movement ends [43]. Accordingly, when the human enters the 

collaborative area, the robot undergoes a “safe standstill” mode and its 
movement is paused through dedicated redundant software and elec- 
tronics-based safety technology [44]. At the same time, the robot au- 
tomatic cycle remains active and the program continues from inter- 

ruption point after the worker has left the collaborative area. These 

functionalities are integrated in cobots and have been recently provided 

as an option for industrial robots [45]. 

The second mode is “Hand Guiding” – HG. Also known as “direct 

teach”, in this collaborative mode the operator can teach the robot 
positions by moving the robot without the need of an intermediate 

interface, e.g. robot teach pendant. The weight of the robot arm is 

compensated to hold its position. The operator gets directly in touch 

with the machine through a guiding device that drives the robot mo- 

tion. This is an enhanced collaborative scenario which requires robots 

equipped with both safety-rated monitored stop and safety-rated mon- 

itored speed functionalities. While the robot is inside the collaborative 

area, it executes the program in automatic mode; if the operator ap- 

proaches this area, the robot program and movements interrupt. As the 

operator activates the hand guiding device, the robot state switches to 

safety-rated monitored speed functionality to allow direct movement of 

robot. When the operator releases the hand guiding device, the robot 

returns in safety-rated monitored stop and resumes previously inter- 

rupted program as soon as the operator leaves the collaborative area. 

An interesting application has been presented in [46,47], regarding 

direct teach programming of collaborative operations in automotive 

assembly line. A similar solution has been presented in [48], where a 

two handed guiding tool is used to program an industrial robot as a 

lifting device for moving heavy components. In [49], a device for the 

direct teach of the robot for welding operations has been presented. 

The third mode is “Speed and Separation Monitoring” – SSM. Also 

indicated as “Speed and Position Monitoring” (SPM) [50], it allows the 
human presence within the robotâs space through safety-rated mon- 
itoring sensors. With reference to Fig. 5, the robot operates at full speed 

when the human is in the green zone, at reduced speed in the yellow 

zone, and it stops stop when the human moves into the red zone. These 

areas are inspected with scanners or a vision system. In areas out of the 

reach of the manipulator, where the operator does not get in contact 

with the robot but can be endangered with a dropped manipulated 

object, the robot is slowed down to a safe speed. If the robotâs work- 

space is breached, the robot is stopped. As far as those two areas are 

clear, the robot can operate at maximal parameters [42]. As reported in 

[38], the research in the field of SSM collaboration type is suggesting 

many solutions for collision avoidance and maintaining safe opera- 

tional distances between active robot systems and the surrounding 

objects. Therein, analytical analyses and test results of the current 

equation for implementing SSM in human-occupied environments have 

been provided [38]. An interesting SSM approach is the dynamical 

safety space calculation, which enables the user to utilize as much 

workspace as possible, since the minimal safety space is calculated 

according to robot encumbrance and position. In this regard, the ap- 

plication of a projection-based safety system has been presented in [51] 

to ensure hard safety in HRC and establish a minimal and well-shaped 

safety space around the robot at any time. The main target of [52] is 

safety of the shared workcell in the absence of physical fences between 

human and robot. Since safety options provided by basic infrared sen- 

sors are limited, the authors have designed a network architecture of 

these sensors, for tracking user positions, while avoiding collisions. A 

dynamic implementation of SSM and therefore on-line evaluation of the 

safety has been resented in [53]. In [54], a real-time SSM system for 

accurate robot speed adjustment has been introduced, which is based 

on the measurement of the human–robot separation distance. The ap- 
proach compares the information on robot joint angles and the measure 

of the human positioning within robot workspace, available from the 

robot controller and an external system for human motion capture, 

respectively. Similar approach has been proposed in [55,56], where 

three distributed sensors perceive unknown objects and obstacles in the 
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r 
t0 

r 

 

work area of an industrial robot. The use of external sensor to detect 

obstacles within robot workspace and reactive planner of the Kineo- 

WorksTM software for a fast selection of an avoidance trajectory has 

been combined in [57]. An external depth sensor has been exploited in 

[58], where a depth space approach for human and robot distance 

evaluations has been proposed. Finally, in [59], it has been presented a 

collaborative solution based on a dynamic safety system that reduces 

the speed and stops an industrial robot exploiting both a non-safe pri- 

mary device, such as Microsoft Kinect, and a secondary certified safety 

system, which acts only if the primary one fails. 

The fourth mode is “Power and Force Limiting” – PFL. This colla- 
borative approach prescribes the limitation of motor power and force so 

that a human worker can work side-by-side with the robot. This level 
requires dedicated equipment and control models for handling colli- 
sions between the robot and the human with no harmful consequences 

for the latter. An overview of human–robot physical interaction control 
has been proposed in [60], which reports also a classification of contact 

types and related injuries as well as a description of collision handling 

3.3. Assessment and measure of the risk in collaborative environments 

 
The ISO 10218-1/2:2011 safety standards underline the importance 

of hazard identification and set the mandatory of risk assessment, 

especially for collaborative robots and for those operations that dyna- 

mically involve the operator and the robot, such as SSM and PFL. The 

technical specification ISO TS 15066 provides additional information 

and further guidelines to evaluate the risk related to the four type of 

collaboration modes [72]. Assuming as fundamental requirement a 

maximum safe reduced speed of 250 mm/s over the collaborative op- 

erations [40], it presents the acceptable physical quantities for the 

collaborative modes of SSM and PFL, such as allowable minimum se- 

paration distances and limits of mechanical loadings over the  human 

body. In the case of SSM, ISO TS 15066 extends the general calculation 

for minimum protective distance, S, provided by the EN ISO 13855, 

including the relative speed between the robot and the human operator. 

The separation distance at a specific time t0, namely S(t0), is dy- 
namically computed by the following equation: 

methods. For the latter, four possible robot reactions in response to the 

contact are presented. The most obvious solution is activating robot’s 
S (t0) = Sh [vh (t0)] + Sr [vr (t0)] + Ss [vs (t0)] + C + Zd + Zr (1) 

brakes after collision with immediate stop. Torque control mode with 

gravity compensation, torque and admittance reflex are improved 

strategies, which result in a safer behaviour such as decreasing the 

impact energy through counter-motion in the opposite direction. Other 

research works on PFL approaches are presented in the following. A 

mechanical spatial isotropic force module, which protects humans from 

The terms of Eq. (1) are distances expressed in mm, where the first term, 

Sh, returns the distance travelled by the operator until the robot com- 

plete stop, as provided by (2); conversely, the second term, Sr, returns 

the distance travelled by the robot before brakes activation, as in (3). 

The third term, Ss, is the distance that the robot travels during the 

breaking action, as in (4). 
physical overloads, has been described in [61]. In [62], focus has been S t0+Tr +Ts 

put on control strategies and an adaptive damping controller that limit 

force, velocity, and power of the robot has been presented. Further- 
h  = ∫

t0
 vh (t)dt 

(2) 

more, focusing on tasks involving physical contact with the user, an 

approach to learn the robot behaviour along the task, including safety 
S  = ∫

t0+Tr   
v  (t)dt 

 

(3) 

requirements into the stiffness learning process, has been proposed in 
[63]. A similar experience-based method has been considered in [64]: 

the approach exploits neural network models and data from robot’s 

t0+Tr +Ts 

s 
t0+Tr 

 
vs (t)dt 

 
(4) 

proprioceptive sensors to estimate the exchanged forces. In one of their 

recent works, Magrini et al. have developed an hybrid control that 

manages the relative motion and the exchanged contact forces during 

the physical contact between the human and the robot in collaborative 

tasks. Residual method and external sensors are respectively used for 

online estimation of the contact force and localization of the contact 

point, and the time-varying contact task frame is obtained analytically 

from this estimate [65]. 

It is worthwhile noting that the implementation of the described 

collaborative modes does not require dedicated robots, since it is pos- 

sible to use also traditional industrial robots with enhanced control 

strategies and certified external sensing devices. Major producers of 

industrial robots provide dedicated safety-rated robot controller op- 

tions, such as Safe Production (Reis Robotics), SafeMove 2 (ABB), Safe 

Operation (KUKA) and Dual Check Safety (Fanuc). These options are 

used in combination with external position monitoring sensors, such as 

security laser scanners or safe camera systems. Moreover, acting on 

joint torques, robot speed and the shape of contact surfaces allows to 

mitigate the effects of transient impact by limiting the energy transfer 

to the contacted body region [66]. 

Conversely, cobots are designed to work alongside the operator 
since they are equipped with dedicated sensing systems, such as forces 

and torques sensors in robot joints, control systems based on electric 

current drawn by actuators, measuring systems for reactions forces 

transmitted to the ground or tactile sensors all over the robot arm. The 

motion parameters of these robots are monitored with high precision 

and it is possible to change their values to accomplish safety require- 

ments. As a result, it is possible to define a special automatic operation 

mode,  called  “collaborative  operation”,  which  allows  the  robot  to 
perform intended tasks in cooperation with a person while sharing a 

workspace. Table 3 collects the main types of cobots with their main 

specifications. 

The last terms take into account uncertainties related to the recognition 

system, such as the intrusion distance of a part of the body through the 

safety barriers prior the recognition of the hazard, C, and the positions 

of human, Zd, and robot, Zr. Accordingly, vh(t0), and vr(t0), respectively, 

are the speeds of the robot and the human, while vs(t0) is the speed of 

the robot during the breaking action. 

Fig. 6 shows the trend of separation distance over time. The dotted 

lines refer to direct speeds of robot (green line) and human (yellow 

line); since the human and the robot move in opposite direction, the 

robot speed is considered negative. The continuous lines refer to se- 

paration distances. The grey horizontal lines identify constant distances 

as defined by the terms of Eq. (1), while the red line represents the 

trend of separation distance over the time. 

The PFL scenario opens a novel kind of collaborative applications, 

where the interaction is based on the physical contact between the 

human and the robot. Both deliberate and unexpected human-robot 

contacts are eligible if they do not cause risks for the operator. 

Consequently, in the risk assessment, the evaluation of admissible limits 

of pressures and forces assumes fundamental importance in case of 

contacts on human body parts. The ISO TS 15066 proposes a for- 

mulation based on the relation between onset limit of pain and related 

biomechanical acceptable loads of the specific human body regions in 

case of transient and quasi-static contacts. In the first case, transient 

contact refers to short dynamic free contact ( < 50 ms) where the op- 

erator body part is not clamped and can recoil or retract from the 

moving part of the robot system. Power fluX density is the physical 

quantity that quantifies the hazard of transient contacts, because of the 

possible high amount of energy transferred (which depends on relative 

contact speeds) in a short time on a little contact area. Conversely, in 

quasi-static contact the operator body part can be clamped for an ex- 

tended time between a moving part of a robot system and another fiXed 

or moving part of the robot cell. Pressures and forces applied during the 
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Table 3 

Available commercial cobots (extended from [67–71]). 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
 

contact quantify the hazard, which depends on the size of the contact 

area and on the kinematics configuration of robot and human body at 

time of the contact. The curve shown in Fig. 7 provides the trend of 

force and pressure within the onset pain limit. ISO TS 15066 collects the 

admissible pressures and forces for 29 areas of human body for both the 

transient and quasi-static contact types. Moreover, it also provides a 

correlation between speed limit and mass of the robot for the maximum 

allowed energy transfer of a body region. 

Therefore, ISO TS 15066, with the previous ISO 10218-1/2, pro- 

vides the guidelines to calculate the direct data in the risk assessment 

process to evaluate the severity of risk and possibility of avoidance 

[73]. An example of evaluation method that identifies and characterizes 

the contact situations in PFL applications has been proposed by Mat- 

thias et al. [66,74]. Moreover, software applications such as CAE tools 

dedicated to simulation and analysis of processes facilitate evaluation 

of the risk related to operations of the HRC application. Just to cite an 

example, Bobka et al. have presented the software tool called “Human- 

Industrial-Robot-Interaction-Tool” to evaluate both the productivity 
and safety of HRC systems in the planning process [75]. 

 
4. Intuitive user interfaces 

 
One of the difficulties of using robots in industrial processes is often 

related to the way the human operator is supposed to interact with the 

robot, since it usually requires specialized knowledge. Conversely, the 

availability of intuitive ways to interact with robots and program them 

is one of the key enablers for a further adoption of the robotic tech- 

nologies also by small companies. Specifically, simplified ways to in- 

teract with industrial robots in a reduced time, while minimizing user’s 
errors and preserving situation awareness, are needed. 

 
4.1. Human factors 

 
In addition to guaranteeing the physical safety of human operators 
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Fig. 6. Trend of the separation distance between human and robot, as reported by ISO TS 

15066:2016 [72]. 

 

Fig. 7. Sample force/pressure contact curve with acceptable and unacceptable  zone, 

green and red area, respectively [72]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 
interacting with a collaborative robot, also issues related to mental 
safety, intended as mental stress and anxiety induced by close inter- 
action with robot, needs to be considered. In particular, in [76], the 

operator’s mental strain in collaborative robotic assembly tasks was 
measured by measuring relevant physiological parameters, such as the 

skin potential response. An increased mental strain was found when the 

robot moved closely towards the operator, with sustained approaching 

speed and without advance notice of motion. This kind of information 

about the underlying psychophysiological condition of the operator 

during interaction can be exploited in a framework of affective robotics, 

which consists in enhancing the interaction of a human with a robot by 

recognizing her/his affect [77]. Monitoring and interpreting nonverbal 

communication can provide important insights about a human inter- 

acting with the robot and, thus, implicit feedback about the interaction 

can be achieved. Accordingly, the aim of affective robotics is relieving 

userâs cognitive burden when the task to accomplish overloads her/his 

mental capabilities, adapting the behaviour of the robot and im- 

plementing a sufficient level of autonomy [78]. However, current ap- 

proaches based on affective robotics are mainly devoted to the field of 

socially interacting robots [77,79] and, to a lesser extent, service robots 

[80]; they are not yet common in industrial practice. Preliminary at- 

tempts of introducing affective robotics in industrial environment are 

being considered in the framework of the INCLUSIVE EU project 

[10,81,82]. Moreover, in [83], the idea of allowing affective robotics 

with industrial manipulators by measuring mental strain by means of a 

common multi-purpose device, such as a smartwatch, has been pro- 

posed. 
To   reduce   mental   workload   and   increase   reliability   in   robotic 

agents, human–robot interfaces based on the principles of human- 
centred design and cognitive engineering can be considered [84,85]. 

Accordingly, the design of human–robot interfaces can be enhanced by 

taking human’s cognitive information processing, decision making, 
perceiving and other capabilities or limitations into account [86,87]. 

These general design recommendations are addressed by the branch of 

literature referring to concept of usability in human–computer inter- 
action, whose pioneering reference works are [88,89] and which is out 
of the scope of this survey. 

 
 

4.2. Interfaces for robot programming 

 
In practical industrial applications, most of the cognitive interaction 

effort of the human worker is devoted to robot programming tasks. 

Differently from instructing a (skilled) human worker how to carry a 

task, programming a robot requires providing the robot with explicit 

motion-oriented instructions, detailing the points and trajectories that 

the robot has to follow. Nonetheless, the goal is that of explicitly in- 

structing the robot in a human friendly manner and without negatively 

affecting the productivity of the system. It is worthwhile noting that in 

the following interfaces for robotic production processes will not be 

addressed, since their design and use follow general methodologies and 

principles for the design of good operator interfaces, such as those in 

[88,90,91], just to cite some examples. 
Traditionally, robot programming approaches can be classified in 

on-line programming, such as traditional lead-trough and walk-trough, 

and off-line programming (OLP), which use software tools without 

 

 
Fig. 8. Overview of state-of-the-art approaches for robot programming (*: not reviewed in this paper). 
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Table 4 

Overview on the relevant literature for robot programming methods. 

 
Interfaces for robot programming 

are characterized by high intuitiveness since they constitute instances 

of natural and tangible user interfaces (NUIs and TUIs, respectively). 

The main idea of a NUI is that of allowing a direct expression of mental 

   concepts by intuitively mimicking real-world behaviour. NUIs offer a 

Robot programming Lead-through programming 

– standard used in industrial settings, together with 
OLP 

– [96–98]: usability assessment 

– [100–103]: improved with intuitive input devices 
(comparative overview in [13]) 

Off-line programming 

– standard used in industrial settings 

– refinements with lead-through programming still 
necessary 

– [13,104]: review of the method and its variants 

– [106–109]: approaches and issues related to robot 
calibration 

Walk-through programming 

– [6,12,110–120,124,125,127,128]: force/torque 
sensing 

– [6,12,113–117,124,125]: admittance/impedance 
control schemes 

– [118,119,127,128]: variable admittance/impedance 
control 

– [120]: force control 

– [110,124,125]: introduction of a virtual tool 

– [35,130,131]: techniques alternative to force/torque 
sensing to detect intentional interaction 

– [121–123]: preliminary industrial applications 
Programming by demonstration 

– [8,139]: overview and classification 

– [133,134]: symbolic encoding 

– [135,136]: trajectory encoding 

– [145]: preliminary industrial applications 
Multi-modal interfaces Vision based 

– [150,151]: recognition based on markers 

– [155,157,159]: markerless recognition 

– [158]: stereo 3D vision 

– [151–154]: hybrid vision/force approaches 

Vocal commanding 

– [162,163]: use of simple and limited voice 
commands 

– [148]: vocal commanding combined with gesture 
recognition 

– [164]: quasi-natural speech language 

– [165]: issues related to environmental noise in 
industrial settings 

natural and reality-based interaction by exploiting usersâ pre-existing 

knowledge and using actions that correspond to daily practices in the 

physical world [93]. To achieve this, NUIs allow users to directly ma- 

nipulate and interact with robots rather than instruct them to do so by 

typing commands. Thus, they represent an evolutionary paradigm that 

overcomes the access bottleneck of classical interaction devices such as 

keyboards, mice and joysticks, by resorting to voice, gestures, touch 

and motion tracking [94]. The term TUI encompasses a great variety of 

interaction systems relying on a coupling between physical objects and 

digital information, which is physically embodied in concrete form in 

the environment [95]. Thus, TUIs provide direct mapping between the 

behaviour of the robot and usage of such a robot, and between the 

behaviour of control devices and resulting digital effects. In other 

words, the pillars of TUIs are embodied interaction, tangible manip- 

ulation, physical representation of data and embeddedness in real 

space. 

 
4.2.1. Traditional lead-through programming 

The first approach to robot programming relies on the use of the 

teach pendant for on-line moving the robot through the required mo- 

tion cycle by jogging, as shown in Fig. 9. Trajectories and endpoints are 

then recorded into controller memory for later playback. When played 

back the end effector appears to follow a continuous smooth path. 

During the programming session, the robot’s control is placed in a 

“teach” mode and the person performing the teach function can be 

within the robot’s working envelope, with operational safeguarding 
devices deactivated or inoperative. 

Although the concept is simple and does not require strong technical 

expertise, some programming skills are still required and teaching 

trajectories to the robot in this way turns out to be a tedious and time- 

consuming task, as shown in usability assessments reported, e.g., in [96–

98]. Moreover, it is only suitable for programming simple tasks on 
workpieces with a simple geometry, with programming complexity 
dramatically increasing when complex geometries are involved. Fur- 

ther, this method requires reprogramming for each new task, even in 
ENHANCEMENT OF 

REALITY 

Augmented reality (AR) 

 
– [180,182,183]: robot programming by AR 

– [5,184–186]: robot programming by AR combined 
handheld devices 

– [5,149]: robot programming by AR combined with 
gestures 

– [187]: robot programming by AR combined with 
speech 

Virtual reality (VR) 

– [181]: robot programming by VR 

case of little changes, thus stopping the production every time. As a 

consequence, in industry, this type of robot programming can be jus- 

tified economically only for production of large lot sizes and is not 

suited for small and medium sized enterprises, where small production 

batches require frequent task reprogramming and such a time-con- 

suming and demanding procedure is unaffordable [99]. 

To overcome the limitations of this classical approach to robot 

 
 

 

occupying the robot, thus being a first attempt to minimize downtime 

for robot programming [13,16,92]. 

The approaches described below, and their respective advantages 
and disadvantages, are reported in Fig. 8 and summarized in Table 4. As 
will be discussed below, the most novel approaches offer great intui- 

tiveness and ease of use, thus not reducing the operator’s cognitive 
burden   and   being   accessible   to   low   skilled   users.   However,   un- 

fortunately, such approaches are still quite limited in terms of possible 

operations to perform and working scenarios, and they have been 

mostly validated at experimental level. This applies also to human- 

friendly interaction modes, which allow to establish a more natural 

communication with the robot, but suffer from severe limitations that 

hinder a fast use of industrial practice. In particular, novel approaches, 

such as walk-through programming, programming by demonstration 

and the use of multi-modal interfaces and augmented/virtual reality, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9. Lead-through programming by teach pendant. 
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programming, several other approaches, which are addressed in the 

subsections below, have been proposed. Nevertheless, on-line pro- 

gramming by jogging is still necessary in some specific situations, such 

as when it is needed to in situ verify and manually adjust programs 

generated off-line (see section below), or when 3D models are un- 

available, or still in presence of complex tasks that can be only be 

programmed by the human operator close to the robot [16,100]. To this 

end, a few new programming methods have been proposed to alleviate 

the burden of jogging assisted by implementing additional sensors and 

control technologies  [13,100–103]. As an example, in [101] a pro- 
gramming solution has been introduced that relies on the use of a 6- 

DOF motion tracking device that is mounted on the end-effector of a 

robot to recognize the lead-through teaching. Also, the authors in [100] 

have proposed a modular on-line programming environment, which 

represents a first attempt of integrating the power of OLP tools with the 

on-line programming based methods. Specifically, the proposed en- 

vironment consists of a user interface to control the movement of the 

robot using a mobile guiding device, a geometric model representing 

the environment given by CAD or sensor data and assisting algorithms 

working on the geometric model supporting the user while moving the 

robot. 

 
4.2.2. Off-line programming 

Given the disadvantages listed above, nowadays on-line robot pro- 

gramming by teach pendant has become quite unusual and is being 

replaced by OLP [104]. This approach resorts to remotely simulating 

the task in the 3D model of the complete robot workcell. Specifically, 

the robot can be programmed from a computer rather than on the robot 

itself, thus virtually replicating the system in the shop floor. Ad- 

ditionally, these programming tools come with a set of modelling and 

simulation functions that allow for graphical representation of the robot 

cell, automated program generation and simulation of robotic tasks, 

with the possibility to check for possible collisions [104,105]. More- 

over, most advanced today’s OLP tools offer modules for specific pro- 
cesses, such as coating, welding or polishing. Thus, feedback is im- 

mediately given to the user about the programmed path, thanks to its 

simulation. After simulation and testing, the program is then exported 

from the computer to the robot, usually via Ethernet, and some final 

tuning of the program with the teach pendant might be required. A 

careful review of all the steps required by OLP methods has been pro- 

vided in [13], whereas CAD-based robot programming approaches have 

been reviewed in [104]. 

Unfortunately, typically each robot manufacturer has its own spe- 

cific OLP software, whose licence is usually very expensive, and em- 

ploying an OLP system requires great programming effort. Indeed, OLP 

approaches move the burden of programming from the robot operator 

in the shop floor to the software engineer in the office [13]. Time re- 

quired to program the robot is still remarkably long, but the production 

does not need to be stopped during programming, thus the uptime can 

be maximized. Moreover, it is fundamental to perform a robot cali- 

bration step when off-line generated program is transferred onboard the 

robot in order to compensate for any positioning error due to a mis- 

match of coordinate systems between real and virtual world. Several 

approaches have been proposed for robot calibration, such as those in 

[106–109]. 

4.2.3. Walk-through programming 

The basic idea behind this robot programming method is that the 

user is allowed to physically move the end-effector of the robot through 

the desired positions in a free way. At the same time the robotâs con- 

troller records the desired trajectory and the corresponding joints co- 

ordinates, and is then able reproduce the trajectory thereafter. Thus, the 

robot can be programmed in a very intuitive manner and no knowledge 

of the robot programming language is requested to the operator. 

Specifically, robot programming by walk-through programming con- 

stitutes a NUI and TUI, as introduced in Section 4.2. In addition to 

intuitiveness of interaction, this implies also that, thanks to tangible 

manipulation, that is the possibility of moving the robot along the de- 

sired path, the operator manipulates the robot, having tactile contact 

and feeling haptic feedback. Feedback about the trajectory that is being 

recorded is rapidly and constantly given to the user (according to the so-

called lightweight interaction feature of TUIs [95]). Moreover, as opposed 

to lead-through programming, it is straightforward for the user to 

understand the relation between programming instructions (that is how 

the robot is moved) and their effect in terms of programmed tra- jectory 

(isomorph effects typical of TUIs [95]). 

Clearly, in this scenario safety issues related to physical HRI become 

of paramount importance and appropriate motion control strategies are 

needed [11]. Most control approaches rely on the use of a force/torque 

sensor typically mounted on the robot wrist, which measures the forces 

and torques occurring during the interaction. Such forces and torques 

can be then exploited by closing a control loop that provides inputs to 

the position control system of the robot, in order to accommodate the 

forces applied by the operator [110–112]. This is typically achieved by 
means of compliant control schemes, such as admittance/impedance 

control [6,12,113–119] or force control [120]. In the very recent paper 
[121], walk-through programming for spray painting with industrial 
collaborative robots has been proposed. Moreover, walk-through pro- 
gramming   in   welding   applications   is   considered   in   [122,123],   ex- 
ploiting the impedance control with zero stiffness but without taking 

into account the tool emulation or compensation. Indeed, the main 

limitation of these methods is that they require a robust dynamic model 

of the robot and its tool. For example, in the approaches by Al-Jarrah 

and Zheng [114–116] the weight of the tool is simply shared between 
the robotic arm and the human operator, but the forces/torques due to 

the motion of the tool are neglected. 

To partially overcome these issues, the concept of virtual tool has 

been introduced, which gives the operator an impression the closest 

possible to that felt when the task is performed without the robot as- 

sistance. To this end, by modelling the end-effector as a virtual point of 

given mass, the operator feels she/he is moving a tool of reduced mass 

instead of an heavy and stiff robot. This idea is exploited in [124,125] 

together with an impedance control scheme. In [110], an admittance 

control is designed, considering a nonlinear model of the dynamics of 

the virtual tool, with the same weight and inertial properties of the real 

one, in order to ensure that this virtual dynamic behaviour associated to 

the virtual tool is achieved. However, the approach based on virtual 

tool is not appropriate in some industrial applications, where the op- 

erator needs to program the robot by moving directly the real tool, in 

order to see the final result of the operation. In this case, the end-ef- 

fector of the robot may have to carry a not negligible payload. This 

condition has been tackled in [6,126], where impedance control 

schemes are adopted and modified to include the dynamic of the load, 

thus allowing the use of the real tool in the teaching phase. 
Other approaches resort to variations of admittance and impedance 

control. Specifically, the concept of variable impedance is introduced in 

[127], where the impedance parameters are varied depending on the 

speed of the operation, whereas in [128] an adaptive admittance con- 

trol is proposed that provides compliance to external forces. In [129], 

the admittance control is coupled with virtual fiXtures that constrain 

the motion of the robot, thus providing a vision-based guidance. 

For the sake of completeness, some approaches not relying on the 

use of a force/torque sensor should be mentioned. Basically, they 

consist in detecting human intentional interaction, which can ulti- 

mately be used to achieve manual guidance in a scenario of walk- 

through programming. EXamples can be found in [35,130,131]. 

Finally, in [132], interestingly the human side of physical HRI in a 

scenario of walk-trough programming is considered: which kind of re- 

sponse of the robot is preferred by the human user is studied and a trade-

off between the conflicting goals of naturalness of motion and positioning 

accuracy is found to be needed. 
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Fig. 10. Overview of robot programming by demonstration. 

 

4.2.4. Programming by demonstration 

A further extension to walk-through programming is provided by 

the concept of programming by demonstration (PbD). Indeed, while the 

former allows the mere reproduction of motions performed by the 

human operator, the latter considers the possibility for the robot to 

learn the movements to perform under varying conditions and to gen- 

eralize them in new scenarios. Accordingly, the robot is endowed with 

some learning skills, rather than pure imitation. Fig. 10 shows the 

principles of this approach. From the human operator’s perspective, this 
approach allows an easy and natural interaction, without requiring any 

experience in robot programming, as in the case of walk-through pro- 

gramming. Thus, it provides the same advantages of being a natural and 

tangible user interface as discussed for walk-through programming. 

The most investigated issues in PbD refer to how to generalize 

across demonstration in the demonstration phase and how to generalize 

the movement to new situations during reproduction. As regards the 

first one, mainly two approaches have been proposed to extract the 

relevant features of a given task, namely symbolic and trajectory en- 

coding. Basically, in symbolic encoding, a set of task-dependent pri- 

mitives is derived based on a priori knowledge and a task is recognized 

as a sequence of symbolic primitives [133,134]. In the case of trajectory 

encoding, the demonstrated trajectory, and the applied force if neces- 

sary, is directly transformed to the robot motion [135,136]. The choice 

of which encoding approach to consider strongly depends on the task to 

perform: for example, hierarchical tasks, such as assembly, have been 

tackled by resorting to symbolic encoding, enhanced with information 

extracted from the CAD model of the workpieces [61,137]. On the 

contrary, simpler tasks, such as pick and place or peg-in-hole, have been 

solved by means of trajectory and force encoding based on dynamic 

movement primitives framework [138]. 
A complete overview of PbD has been provided in [8], and a full 

classification can be found in [139]. However, most of works related to 
PbD consist in theoretical and experimental approaches, and appear far 

to be ready for everyday implementation in industrial practice [140–

144]. In [145], an approach for PbD in industrial welding ap- plications is 
presented. However, the definition of robot paths is per- 

formed by walk-through programming, thus the robot can only imitate 

demonstrated trajectories. The ability to generalized is referred to the 

fact the robot can rather predict next welding tasks, based on a prob- 

abilistic approach making use of hidden Markov models. In other 

works, such as [137], PbD is improperly claimed, but rather manual 

guidance methods allowing only motion imitation are considered, in 

conjunction with multi-modal interfaces based on speech or gesture 

recognition. 

 
4.3. Multi-modal interfaces 

 
Regardless of the approaches used for robot programming, sensing 

has been recently applied to enhance the interaction of a human 

operator with a robot. Indeed, apart from aspects related to safety 

features, the use of additional sensors has been considered for using 

interaction modes that make robots behave more like humans do, or 

alternatively to make them complement human abilities. This alleviates 

the burden of communication with the robot and, as a consequence, 

people with no previous experience or knowledge in HRI can easily and 

effectively interact with robots. The ultimate goal is to help users to 

control and program a robot by means of high-level behaviours that 

abstract from the robot language [146,147]. This can be achieved by 

considering human-friendly input modes, such as speech, gesture, eye 

tracking, facial expression, haptics, in addition to the traditional ones, 

namely keyboard, mouse, monitor, touchpad and touchscreen [20]. 

In the following, interaction modes based on vision and vocal gui- 

dance, as used in the industrial practice, are reviewed. It is worthwhile 

noting that in some applications, such as in [148], these interaction 

modes are considered combined and sometimes are integrated in ap- 

proaches based on augmented reality [5,149]. 

 
4.3.1. Vision based 

Generally speaking, vision systems are used for object and en- 
vironment recognition, and to recognize the human body gestures and 
the facial expressions. Thus, they can be used for recognising the de- 

monstrator’s actions and tranferring them to the robot for motion 
imitation. Typically, the recognized scene is shown to the user and/or a 

proper acoustic or visual feedback is provided to the user to reduce risks 

of miscrecognitions. 

In [150], the authors have proposed a robot programming approach 

based on the recognition of marks manually made by the human op- 

erator on the workpiece. Depending on the type of tasks needed, the 

worker marks differently the areas that need additional robot working; 

such marks are then detected by a vision system and are translated in 

instructions to the robot. Similarly, in [151], a robot path generation 

method to automatically generate robot paths to accomplish the de- 

burring process has been presented. This is a hybrid approach com- 

bining visual and force servoing. The desired tool path is marked 

manually on the wheel and is then identified using an eye-in-hand 

camera mounted on the robot end-effector. Force sensing guarantees a 

continue contact of the robot with the workpiece. Many other hybrid 

vision/force approaches have been proposed starting from [152–154]. 
In [155], instead of drawing marks  on the  workpiece, the  path  is 

shown to the robot by using a laser that projects structured light on the 

surface. The vision system does not require calibration and an im- 

pedance control is implemented in order to regulate the interaction 

forces generated by the contact between the robot end-effector and the 

work surface where the trajectory is traced. Structured light 3D ma- 

chine vision is used also for object profile perception in [156], where 

the problem of automated leather surface roughing has been addressed. 

A vision-based markerless humanârobot interface has been pro- 

posed in [157] and it has been used to control dual robot manipulators 
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by tracking the motion of operator’s hands, without any contact devices 
or markers. The approach has the advantage of being completely non- 
invasive, however it requires that the operator stands in a fiXed position 

in front of the camera. Thus, it is suited only for static HRI tasks. 

Stereo vision has been used also in this context: for example, in 

[158] coordinates for welding robot programming are acquired by 

means of stereo vision. The system uses two cameras for 3D coordinates 

and edge detection with other image processing algorithms to find the 

welding path in the image. 

In [159], vision based robot programming has been explored in 

combination with a digital pen that recognizes the marks drawn by the 

operator on a special digital paper and processes them in order to derive 

the robot program. Specifically, welding trajectories can be auto- 

matically extracted by the CAD files of the workpiece. 

Vision based human-robot collaborative handling of dangerous li- 
quid has been considered in [160]. Collaboration is based on gestures. 
Interestingly, the proposed approach starts from the observation and 

analysis of human–human-interaction during collaborative assembly 
scenarios and the identified gestures are properly transferred in the 
interaction with the robotic system, according to human-centred design 

principles. 

Visual commands are combined with voice commands in [148] to 

program a pick-and-place application simply by pointing to objects in 

the work area and speaking simple and intuitive natural language 

commands. Then, a camera is used to recognize deictic gestures and 

implement finger pointing. 

However, it is worthwhile noting that the solutions proposed in the 

literature in this regard, as those mentioned above, are still limited to 

the research ground and currently do not find much application in the 

industrial practice [13]. This is mainly due to cost reasons and to the 

fact that such approaches have validity limited to the experimental 

setup, thus they cannot easily and straightforward extended to other 

applications, scenarios and instrumentations. 

 
4.3.2. Vocal commanding 

Voice guidance proves very useful when hands-free interaction is 

required: that is, for example, when the user’s hands are not free or 
when classical interaction systems do not fit the situation, such as the 

case of interaction with service mobile robots. Indeed, one major ad- 

vantage of voice communication is that it does not restrict operator’s 
mobility and operator can remain focused on the tasks, without taking 
her/his eyes off. However, very few systems for speech recognition and 
natural language processing in industrial scenario exist. Basically, the 

poor diffusion of vocal commanding systems for industrial environment 

is due to the lack of reliable solutions and to the fact that in this context 

any misrecognition would have non negligible side effects, in terms, for 

example, of production, efficiency and safety. 

In general terms, when considering the use of speech interfaces two 

main aspects need to be addressed: speech recognition, involving 

phoneme or word recognition, and language processing, which includes 

parsing and semantic analysis [161]. The ultimate goal is that of es- 

tablishing a natural bidirectional communication that allows natural 

language to be understood and generated by the robot. To this end, 

providing users with proper feedback during interaction is a key issue 

for the success of these systems. Specifically, operators should be in- 

formed about the outcome of speech recognition, in order to prevent 

that any misrecognition is further processed by the system. In this re- 

gard, feedback can be provided to the user by letting the interface re- 

peat the recognized commands. However, if an audio feedback is pro- 

vided to the operator by the interface, issues related to background 

environmental noise must be considered. 
In practical industrial applications a vocal communication based on 

quasi-natural language might be sufficient, instead of the natural lan- 

guage, since the lexicon to be used is quite limited and users should be 

(at least partially) expert of the interaction. Despite of this, the existing 

approaches are usually based on a very limited number of simple voice 

commands [162,163], which is quite limiting, as reported in [161]. A web-

based remote voice control of robotic cells has been proposed in 

[164] and it is based on quasi-natural language. However, the im- 

plementation and validation of the approach are still at a laboratory 

level. As mentioned above, voice command is used in [148] in combi- 

nation with finger-pointing commands. Recognized voice commands 

trigger the vision component to capture what a user is pointing at. Also 

in this work, some effort has been put in enabling the use of natural 

language and a noisy manufacturing environment has been used for 

testing. 

In [165], the problem of environmental noise in industrial robotic 

control is considered and a multichannel signal enhancement metho- 

dology has been proposed to improve the performance of commercial 

speech recognizers. 

 
4.4. Augmented reality and virtual reality 

 
In recent years, a lot of interest in robot interfaces has been devoted 

to the application of augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) in 

manufacturing practice. The first results of the integration of these 

methodologies in traditional interaction approaches have shown that 

they can increase system productivity while enhancing human safety 

[167,168]. As described in Fig. 11, the difference between augmented 

and virtual reality is that in the former the real world scene is aug- 

mented by virtual elements and, thus, the user maintains a sense of 

presence in real world, whereas the latter provides a totally immersive 

 

 
Fig. 11. Augmented and virtual reality as part of the virtuality continuum introduced in [166]. Image adapted from http://smartideasblog.trekk.com/augmented-or-virtual-how-do-you- 

like-your-reality. 

http://smartideasblog.trekk.com/augmented-or-virtual-how-do-you-like-your-reality
http://smartideasblog.trekk.com/augmented-or-virtual-how-do-you-like-your-reality
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Table 5 

Overview on the relevant literature for industrial applications of HRC. 

 
Applications 

washing robots considered in [180]. 

In several works, RPAR has been proposed in combination with 

handheld devices, typically tablets, since they easily allow for small 

   batch industrial applications that need fast and easy to use tools to 

Handling – [160]: dangerous material handling 

– [16]: food and aseptic material handling 

– [188,189]: collaborative surface polishing 

Welding – [190]: overview on current technological solutions 

– [122,123,145]: walk-through programming for welding robots 

– [157]: dual arm system taught by hands movements (using a 
Leap Motion) 

– [158]: welding path reconstruction by stereo vision 

Assembly – [16,17,191]: hybrid assembly robotic cells 

– [17,191]: extensive analysis of HRC in assembly cells 

– [192]: discussion on hand guided assembly 

– [193]: discussion on automotive assembly lines 

Automotive – [194]: review on automotive assembly technologies 

– [195]: HRC to relieve workers’ strain in BMW plants 

– [196]: ergonomically optimal position of workers in Audi plants 

– [197]: heavy tools handling in Ford plants 

– [198]: ergonomic workplace layout in Volkswagen plants 

– [199]: high-precision tasks in ŠKODA plants 
 

 

 

environment where the user’s senses are under control of system [166]. 
These technologies allow to embody the interaction objects and in- 
formation in the real world, by supporting intuitive use and exploiting 

human spatiality, humans’ innate ability to act in physical space and 
interact with physical objects. Ultimately, they provide a tangible in- 

teraction that overcomes the access bottleneck of other interaction 

modes [95,169]. 

A detailed review about AR technologies and applications in design 

and manufacturing has been provided in [170]. Specifically, the most 

promising uses of AR and VR in industrial applications are related to 

design, assembly and maintenance since they allow to display synoptic 

information onboard the robot and in the field of vision, such as per- 

formance values, catalogue spare part codes and work instructions 

[167,168,171]. Thus, tasks such as assembly design, where the optimal 

assembly operation sequence that minimizes completion time and effort 

must be found [172], planning [173] and guidance [174] can be en- 

hanced. The added value of the use of both AR and VR in these op- 

erations is that proper real-time training is given to operators, providing 

them with cues and guidance. The same applies in the case of main- 

tenance tasks, where real-time troubleshooting and spare parts pur- 

chase actions with all relevant information and functions are enabled to 

maintenance personnel [170,175]. Also, AR and VR for ergonomic as- 

sessment of assembly tasks have been proposed [176–178]. 
Additionally, AR and VR have been applied also to robot pro- 

gramming [179,180]. Generally speaking, reality enhancement by AR 

and VR can be applied to any of the programming approaches discussed 

above, to increase intuitiveness and provide rapid feedback to the user. 

Specifically, the first attempts in this regard, such as that proposed in 

[181], considered VR as an alternative approach to OLP that allows safe 

robot programming in a more intuitive manner than traditional OLP. 

However, approaches based on VR require to extensively model the 

environment entities and to calibrate the model when it is applied in 

the real environment. Thus, robot programming using AR (RPAR) 

techniques were introduced, which implement a sort of OLP without 

the need for a model of the workpiece in the virtual environment [13]. 

One of the former works in this regard were performed in the frame- 

work of the MORPHA research project [182] and in [183] the potential 

of AR-based HRI was discussed, together with the basic requirements 

for an AR system from the robot manufacturer’s perspective. Specifi- 
cally, RPAR brings the same advantages as walk-through programming, 
such as intuitive programming and spatial interaction, and OLP, namely 

the possibility to run simulations of the planned paths to check for 

collision and to program the robot without stopping the production 

[13]. In addition, RPAR allows the programming of large robots where 

the walk-through method is unfeasible, such as is the case of airplane 

program the robots [5,184–186]. In [5,149], AR is combined with 
gestures for a very intuitive spatial programming, whereas RPAR is 

proposed jointly with modular multimodal inputs, such as mouse and 

speech, in [187], and is tested with pick-and-place tasks of different 

complexity. Moreover, in [186], the perceived workload of industrial 

robot programmers and their task completion time were investigated 

when using a tablet-based AR approach. The mental demand was found 

to be decreased with respect when not using AR, but an increase in task 

completion time was however found. 

 
5. Applications 

 
In this section, we provide an overview on the main industrial ap- 

plications where collaborative robotic is advantageous. Specifically, it 

is discussed how HRC might improve the efficiency of the selected tasks 

and which are the open issues. The automotive domain is considered 

separately, since it currently represents the strongest demand of colla- 

borative robots, as shown in [1]. 

Table 5 reports a synthetic overview on the relevant literature for 

the industrial applications of HRC discussed hereafter. 

As discussed below with respect to specific instantiations, in most of 

the currently available cooperative applications robots are mainly used 

to perform dull tasks, such as helping operators moving materials, 

holding heavy objects or performing sample tests. In these working 

scenarios, the robot has the role of a tool that eases the operator’s 
burden of physical labour and is given little autonomy [28]. However, 

this kind of cooperation still proves advantageous for the human 

worker, since she/he is relieved assisted of distressful tasks by acting 

through the robot to accomplish her/his work in a more natural fashion 

[28]. A step further would be conceiving the robot as a collaborative 

workmate, thus being endowed with greater autonomy and offering 

proactive assistance to the human. 

 
5.1. Handling 

 
Handling probably represents the largest application of robotics in 

general, since it can be found in all branches of manufacturing and 

logistics. Moreover, it comprises a great variety of processes, such as 

grasping, transporting, packaging and palletizing [16]. Essentially, 

applications such as product testing, assembly, and pick and place are 

all applications that are simply manipulating a part for another step in 

the manufacturing process. Robotic material handling is advantageous 

to reduce the worker efforts in lifting and moving materials or when 

material cannot be handled by a human for hygiene, such as in the case 

of food presented in [16], or because of danger, as the case in [160]. 

While these motivations do not prescribe collaboration between the 

human worker and the robot, using collaborative robotic system for 

handling applications allows to satisfy current industrial requirements 

on shorter product lifecycles, reduced time-to-market and customiza- 

tion [200]. Indeed, cobots allow for quick and agile in-process re- 

configuration and set-ups, thus they can be easily relocated and re- 

programmed to do a wide variety of tasks. Such applications are suited 

for automotive and general industries where robots work alongside 

human workers and can use the same setup as if a human worked there. 

Therefore, current applications of collaborative robotics for handling 

processes fall in the robot-as-tool approach, and most of the cognitive 

effort, which depends on the application, is left to the user. A first at- 

tempt of robots as collaborative workmate for these applications has 

been proposed in the framework of the SYMPLEXITY EU project [189]. 

The project considers the use of collaborative robots in surface finishing 

applications, where the worker is in charge of the final phases of the 

process, which require human skills and sensitivity [188]. In this 
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scenario, collaborative robots are required when the work piece has to 

be hold in a precise position or orientation and presented to the worker. 

Building upon this idea, in the project a collaborative robotic system is 

being developed, which performs rough robot polishing and allows the 

user to perform some final corrective polishing steps, based on the re- 

sults of an interferometer that measures surface quality. Thus, the 

collaborative robot is able to present the work piece to the human 

worker in the exact orientation where imperfection lies and additional 

corrective polishing is required [189]. 

 

5.2. Welding 

 
Welding represents one of the leading uses of industrial robots. 

However, its effective application in practical production is still limited 

by the complexity and uncertainty of welding process [190]. Welding 

robots currently used in industrial environment follow traditional in- 

teraction approaches based on lead-through and off-line programming, 

which cannot cope with diverse requirements of welding production in 

real working conditions, due for example to errors of pre-machining 

and fitting workpiece or distortions induced by heat [190]. To over- 

come these issues, intelligent technologies for welding robots are con- 

sidered in [190], such as vision sensing, automatic programming, 

guiding and tracking, and real-time intelligent control of welding pro- 

cess. In addition, using collaborative robots allows to tackle such 

complexity and uncertainty by relying on human skills. 

Moving    along     these     lines,     the     approaches     presented     in 

[122,123,145], which have been discussed above, propose the use of 

walk-through programming for welding robots. A similar approach has 

been described also in [16]. Additionally, in [157,158], multi-modal 

(vision based) interaction has been proposed for welding applications. 

All these approaches implement collaborative robotics in terms of robot-

as-tool approach and little autonomy or cognitive capabilities are 

provided to the robot. 

 

5.3. Assembly 

 
Assembly robots are used for lean industrial processes and have 

expanded production capabilities in the manufacturing world. The most 

common use of collaborative robots for assembly in manufacturing lines 

are hybrid assembly robotic cells [16,17,191]. Indeed, automated as- 

sembly system are advantageous since, on the one hand, the use of 

robots prevents workers from tedious jobs and increases productivity 

for simple assembly tasks. On the other hand, human workers are able 

to handle complex tasks and can quickly adapt to new process se- 

quences. Specifically, cooperative assembly work stations are suited for 

sequential assembly, that is when the robot first performs the simple 

tasks and the complex frequently varied tasks that give the assembled 

products their individual features are performed at the end of the line 

by human operators [17]. Conversely, parallel cooperative assembly is 

required when many parts have to be assembled at the same time or for 

precision tasks. In this case, timing and coordination between the 

human and the robot are critical factors that might severely affect the 

acceptability and effectiveness of HRC. 
The works presented  in [17,191] provide  an  extensive analysis  of 

HRC in an assembly cell. Moreover, in the benefits of using collabora- 

tive robots in hand guided assembly operations that require lifting and 

handling large and heavy objects have been discussed in [192]. The 

specific case of automotive assembly lines, and its related issues, has 

been discussed in [193]. 

Further, in advanced assembly processes the physical contact be- 
tween the joined workpieces can be controlled by means of a robot 
implementing compliant motion control that measures joint torques or 

contact forces using a torque–force sensor mounted on the robot flange 
[16,201]. 

5.4. Automotive 

 
The automotive domain is worthy of a dedicated discussion, since a 

great interest has been put in this application domain both by industries 

and academia. Specifically, most of the applications are devoted to 

assembly tasks [194]; however, in [202] and [18] a lack of high-level 

collaboration between the human and the robot is pointed out, and 

collaboration collapses to robot-as-tool scenarios, meant as intelligent 

lift assistants, such as the one proposed in [203]. Nevertheless, the 

advantage brought by such underuse of cobots in this domain is still 

relevant since very often the tasks delegated to robots require lifting 

heavy objects and, if performed by human workers, such tasks would 

require assuming non ergonomic positions and inducing strain in the 

worker. 

In recent years, several automotive manufacturers have been in- 
troducing collaborative robots in producing lines: this is the case, for 

example, of BMW, Audi, Ford, Volkswagen and ŠKODA. The industrial 
application of collaborative robots by Universal Robots in BMW as- 
sembly lines has been presented in [195,204]: robots are used in the 

production line to roll a layer of protective foil over electronics on the 

inside of a door, which is a task that could cause workers repetitive 

strain injury when done by hand. Audi’s human-robot cooperation in 

production processes relies on the robot “PART4you”. It embeds a 
camera and a suction cup to assist human workers in picking up the 

components from boXes and to pass them to the assembly workers, 

without any safety barrier, at the right time and in an ergonomically 

optimal position [196]. As regards Ford, KUKA collaborative robots are 

being used on an assembly line helping workers install shock absorbers: 

rather than use a heavy shock absorber installation tool, the workers 

have the robot lift and automatically position the shock into the wheel 

arch before pushing a button to install the component [197]. Robotic 

arms by Universal Robots are used also in Volkswagen plant, where 

they are in charge of handling delicate glow plugs into the cylinder 

heads, thus allowing a ergonomic workplace layout of the plant where 

the employee can complete the task of fiXing the glow plugs and in- 

sulating the cylinder head in an upright healthy posture, with the robot 

standing in the close vicinity and serving as a colleague [198]. Also 

ŠKODA production employees are working alongside robots on high- 
precision tasks, such as inserting the gear actuator piston, which is one 

of the most delicate processes in transmission manufacturing [199]. 

 
6. Conclusion and future directions of research 

 
Given the great importance that collaborative robots have been 

gaining in recent years in industrial setting, in this paper we have re- 

viewed the HRC approaches existing in the literature, in order to pro- 

vide an overview of the state of the art and its current limitations. In 

particular, we have addressed the two most important challenges that 

arise when using collaborative robots in industrial applications, namely 

safety and intuitive ways to program and interact with robots. 

Specifically, the safety standards have been recalled, and it has been 

discussed to what extend they allow to implement collaboration. As 

regards user interfaces, despite the traditional lead-through and off-line 

programming are still the most used in industrial practice, many more 

intuitive approaches have been introduced, which rely also on multi- 

modal interaction and augmented and virtual reality. 
Finally, in the last part of this survey paper, we have discussed 

which are the commercially available solutions are also presented and 

the main industrial applications where collaborative robotic is ad- 

vantageous have been presented, highlighting how collaborative solu- 

tions are intended to improve the efficiency of the system and which are 

the open issue. 

Future directions of research should push strongly towards a per- 

vasive integration of HRC solutions in industries. In general terms, we 

refer to the need for safe and easy to use collaborative robotic solutions 

that really allow for robots working together with human operators, as 
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co-workers, each complementing the skills of the others, as discussed in 

Section 1. In this regard, we currently identify four major specific goals 

to achieve such objective. 

First, safety issued should be addressed by identifying performance 

oriented solutions. In other words, the approach should change from 

considering safety as a requirement that limits performance, but rather 

performances should be optimized subject to the constraint of safety. 

Second, as remarked in Section 4, most of the novel and advanced, 

in terms of intuitiveness and ease of use, user interfaces for robot 

programming currently pertain mostly to laboratory research and have 

not found yet concrete application in industry, despite of being quite 

mature technologies. To overcome such a gap, specific effort in terms of 

technology transfer is required, to bring solid user interfaces used at 

research level to shopfloors. To this end, robots retrofitting represents 

an important step, to allow the integration of novel interaction solu- 

tions in deprecated robots. In particular, this is needed to introduce 

collaborative solutions also in small and medium-sized companies that 

might have limited budget for investing in innovation. 

Moreover, the last step to make HRC effective in real industrial 

scenarios is the introduction of adaptive solutions for inclusive robotics. 

Specifically, we refer to the need for taking into account vulnerable 

users and, in general, the different skills and capabilities of users and in 

the design of collaborative solutions, as discussed in [82]. 

Finally, the overview on current industrial applications of HRC 

presented in Section 5 has highlighted that collaborative robots in in- 

dustry are mostly underused, since they are mainly regarded as tools 

that relieve workers of physical fatigue and enhance their capabilities, 

but enjoy very limited autonomy and intelligence. As a future target, we 

point out the need for endowing robots with proper cognitive proces- 

sing skills and shared autonomy capabilities, so that they can take over 

some tasks, thus relieving human operators of cognitive effort, espe- 

cially in complex tasks and scenarios. 
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